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The book is for informational purposes only.  While every attempt has been made to verify 
the information provided in this book, the author does not assume any responsibility for 
errors, inaccuracies or omissions.  You should be aware of any laws which govern the 
purchasing and sale of real estate and the common business and consumer practices in your 
country and state.  This book is not intended for use as a source of legal or accounting advice.  
If advice concerning legal or related matters is needed, the services of a fully qualified 
professional should be sought.  



Home Buying 101 – 5 Steps 
 
Having over 18 years of real estate experience I will be your guide during the house 
hunting process; with access to every single home and condo for sale in South Jersey, 
there is no doubt that I can find you what you’re looking for and in the shortest amount 
of time.   
 

Step One:  Your New Home Search 
 
We’ll start with you telling me what it is you’re looking for and where you would like to 
live; you’ll want a clear objective regarding the style or type of home you’re interested in 
and how many bedrooms and bathrooms you would like.  I’ll need to know your 
complete wish list so that I can come up with the right home to meet most of your 
needs.  Yes, most of your needs as a lot of homes will have some of what you want but 
they won’t have everything you’re looking for.  What is important is to break it down to 
what you must have in a home and what you would like to have in a home. 
Once you know what you’re looking for we will start the search.  According to the 
National Association of REALTORS Profile of Home Buyers and Sellers, 2010 nearly 
90% of home buyers use the internet to search for homes and an average buyer will 
search for 12 weeks.  81% of buyers stated that real estate agents are very useful with 
the home search. 
 
Once you have determined the homes you would like to see, I will schedule the 
appointments.  You’ll want to bring a notepad and take pictures of the homes you tour; 
this is helpful so that you can weigh the pros and cons of each home you’ve seen.  
Some homes look great on paper but once you see the actual property you’ll be able to 
note the physical condition and quality of materials and this will definitely vary from 
home to home. 
 

Step Two:  Offer to Purchase 
 
Once you have found the home you like, you’ll be making an offer to purchase.  I’ll help 
you to determine a sales price and include clauses for closing / settlement date and 
when you will take possession; for this area a buyer most often takes possession of a 
home the same day of settlement.  We’ll also include the necessary clauses for seller 
concessions and deposit monies.  The deposit money is considered a good faith deposit 
and we usually request a minimum of $1,000 however some seller’s and their agents 
require a little more of a deposit to demonstrate the buyer’s commitment to the home 
purchase.  The deposit is held in a non-interest bearing escrow account.  It’s 
understood that the deposit is to be used towards the purchase of the home, however 
you’ll be using the VA Home Loan Guaranty so in all likely hood you’ll be refunded the 
deposit at settlement. 
 
I’ll present the offer directly to the seller or their agent.  At that point they will have 
approximately three (3) days to accept, reject or counter the initial offer.  Should the 
seller counter offer, you will have a set amount of time to respond with an acceptance, 



rejection or counter offer.  The negotiations will continue until a mutual agreement is 
made and sometimes no agreement terms can be made and you simply move on to find 
another home. 
 
Should the seller agree to the offer to purchase terms, we’ll draw the contracts and have 
all parties sign.  The state of New Jersey requires a “Three Day Attorney Review”.  
Basically this means that you have an opportunity as well as the seller to take the 
written and signed contract to an attorney for their review.  This is not required, however 
in order for you to cancel the contract it must be done during the three day attorney 
review.  The three day counting time refers to business days and starts at midnight of 
the business day that all parties have received a signed or fully executed copy of the 
contract; this time excludes national holidays and weekends. 
 

Step Three:  Mortgage Approval 
 
Your lender will receive a copy of the contract and will begin the process of having you 
approved for the loan.  At this point you’ll be finalizing the loan details and the lender will 
examine your mortgage application using a mortgage underwriting process. 
 
The lender will verify your ability to repay the loan by verifying your income, debts and 
borrowing history.  They will also conduct a VA appraisal to confirm the property’s 
general market value and whether it is worth the agreed upon sales price.  Be aware 
that the VA Appraisal is not a home inspection.   
 
Once the appraisal is completed the lender will review it to ensure it meets their 
underwriting requirements and that its market value is enough to substantiate the 
agreed upon sales price and home loan.  Should the value not be enough you have a 
few options: 
 

 We may provide recent and comparable sales information to the lender so the 
appraiser can reconsider their initial assessment of the property’s market value. 

 Ask the seller to reduce the sale price 

 As the buyer you have the option to pay the difference in case at settlement. 
 

Step Four:  Inspections 
 
There will be several inspections done well before the final purchase of your new home 
and these inspections can have an effect on you moving forward and buying the home. 
 
As stated before, the VA will conduct an independent appraisal of the property.  This is 
not a full and comprehensive inspection of the home because the main focus of the 
appraisal is to determine a home’s fair market value.  The appraiser will also ensure that 
the home meets the minimum property requirement in regards to health and safety 
standards.  This is important because the VA requires that you purchase a home that is 
safe, sanitary and structurally sound. 
 



A “Home Inspection” might be a good idea as it may reveal any major and minor things 
that need to be fixed.  A trained and certified home inspector will be looking at a lot of 
things and what they find can help you so long as you have a “Home Inspection 
Contingency” clause in the offer / contract.  This will assist in renegotiating the contract 
in order to fix the problems or the seller may agree to reduce the price of the home.  If 
the issue is much more complex, you can opt to cancel the contract.  The home 
inspection fee can range from as little as $300 to over $500; this is an expense that you 
will pay for but sometimes it’s worth it. 
 
Generally, lenders have their own inspection requirements in addition to the VA 
requirements.  These inspections include but are not limited to water test, septic 
certification and termite inspection. 
 
Once all inspections have been completed and any repairs that were required are taken 
care of, you can move on to the final step. 
 

Step Five: Settlement and possession 
 
Settlement is when you sign your mortgage documents and take possession of your 
new home.  It’s at this time that a transfer of funds will be made to purchase the home 
via your loan.  Most if not all of your costs like your funding fee will be rolled into the 
mortgage and without having to make a down payment you can use that money as a 
reserve for emergencies or home improvements. 
 
You’ll be given a closing disclosure by the lender.  The loan disclosure: 
 

 Is required by law 

 Is given to you three (3) days prior to your settlement date 

 Allows you to review your loan terms and costs 

 Allows you to ask question of your lender before settlement 
 
Settlement will take place at an escrow office, Title Company, attorney’s office or the 
buyer’s real estate office.  You’ll be signing a lot of paper work during settlement and I’ll 
be there to assist you along with the escrow / title agent and your lender’s 
representative; every step and document will be explained to you for clarity and it really 
is a smooth process that shouldn’t take longer than one hour! 
 
This is a lot of information to take in but as a Realtor® it’s my job to guide and navigate 
you through the process and ensure that your best interests are being met. 
 
What’s next?  If you found this information helpful and you would like to schedule a time 
to meet, let’s do that.  The process of buying a home using your VA benefits will take a 
little time to prepare but there is no reason why you shouldn’t be in your new home in as 
little as 60 days provided you take the necessary steps to make it happen. 
 
 



What’s the best way to reach me?  Just text… 
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